::-	THE   ANCIHNT   HT'PDHIST   SHRINES   OF   MlRAX
. ? >- * r';icr -, ;ind va>be$ of pait* ^n:y adikd for the shading- of one side cf the nose and
t . r 1* n '-*f thr r'. e, an*; the ;in<>r-lip, The outlines of the face and features were then
*• "ff -r ,r uith tl:e '«nj4i in a irthHsh br^n of varying tints. This red-brown was used also
; t - ' v^hy thf: Hps, \\hich is curved L^ m^st cf ih? fibres, but straight in viii ami ix« The
^ : * ^\e> wto pamtrd in suk^i^ntly in bright red, 'h:gh lights5 being cleverly left in the
* \ 1-*' r^ ; iff :. r LirVily applied in vuihe Finally, black was used to paint in the hair as wdl as
! '• '*" / - if the wm^s. shc^UVrs, ant; n>bes also to emphasise, over the brown contour lines,
t!he ryel nnvs, the ^yfL/ishrs, the nostrils, the corners of mouth, the hollow and base of the chin*
Thick ;^'TYid further to define the pupil of the eye and the outline of the iris. The iris itself was
ju LteJ ;:i the n-j:t-brown of the flesh outlines and made vertically elliptical, instead of circular, to
express the forohortening of the iris as turned aside. For the eyeballs white was	thickly,
scniethiits  in regular  imrja.sto,   u\xt grey.     The  painting  throughout   is  rapid  and  bold, but
Mr. Andrews rightly calls attention to distinctions in individual figures, such as the spirited work
in i, iS, anJ i.\, and the ftrmness and precision shown by viii, while signs of haste and carelessness
are apparent in v.
ffrcr.re	But by the side of distinctions of this kind, resulting from quasi-unconscious change in the
roe ard  j*ejrsona3 factor, :t is easv to note far more marked differences in the pose and expression of the
^,ir»	*	*
figure*, \\hich rrainifestly proceed from a desire to produce a pleasing variety.    And in that desire
kself, ! think, \\e may well recognize an inheritance from Hellenistic art with its well-defined and
tendency towards realistic individual treatment.    The aim just mentioned finds its striking
in the	which the artist has taken to make his figures turn their heads in varying
directions    As we let the panels of	before us from left to right, in accordance with the
in	they	to present themselves to a visitor of the shrine performing the
we	the	are generally turned alternately to the right and the left    As
the	of the eyes corresponds to that of the head, and there is present also an
of the	or         pronounced, the impression is cleverly created^ for
a	at the	by the	of the circular passage, that each individual
in the	of	Is	to attract his attention.    Thus the figures i-ii,
iii-iv In the	arcf and viii-ix in the south-eastera, form pairs in which the  gazes
to the	and the left	to be	on the person	stands in the middle before
We	the	observed for the	in the panels vi
vii, no	the        window.
The artistic	here	at is of particular interest	we find it illustrated by
the scanty	of	pictorial art which have
in the Near	from	the	Thus, in the wall-paintings of the
*&>	a.d. 259,	J. Strzygowski has discussed
in e	the	of the	wall are all represented
as	the	who Is	to face it	the middle.2    A similar variation
in the	of the	he	Is	of the encaustic portrait panels recovered
the	of the	;	too, the	are	as	in a steady gaze upon
the
f	ein	in der Bewegung, ShnEch clem dcr
ttfe m den	lie dett	ass dem Faymn, anf deaen slch die
in	hi Mer eift	in	mcb rcchts, die Franen nacb         weaden
oad iea	vie Mer in	forscbend anf
rickten/

